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Spectrall  Shift Statistics 

Inn this chapter we present an interpretation of the state counting formula intro-
ducedd by Haldane and Wu [31, 42] which differs from Haldane's original inter-
pretation.. For the description of systems which satisfy Haldane-Wu state counting 
withh only one quasi-particle species present, like some ID systems solvable by TBA 
methodss and conformal field theories, the new concept of spectral shift statistics 
seemss to be the correct one. 

Wee will first present Haldane-Wu state counting and Haldane's original interpreta-
tion.. Then we will argue that this interpretation has in it a hidden second quantized 
descriptionn for the quasi-particles, which makes it suited for the study of systems 
wheree interactions or geometry restrict the number of quasi-particles occupying 
aa number of states which share most of their quantum numbers. In the second 
sectionn we will discuss the state counting in fractional quantum Hall systems with 
Laughlinn quasi-particles. Then we present the main topic of this chapter, spectral 
shiftt statistics, and we will give a proof of the duality between g and g~x spectral 
shiftt statistics. We conclude with a section which discusses the difference between 
generalizedd exclusion statistics and spectral shift statistics. In the same section we 
alsoo argue that both types of statistics have their own arena of applications. 

2.11 Haldane-Wu State Counting and Generalized 
Exclusionn Statistics 

Inn Bethe-Ansatz a quantum field theory problem is mapped to a set of quantum 
mechanicss problems describing a specified number of quasi-particles. In the quan-
tumm mechanics problems it is possible to count the number of states. Many of the 
modelss solved by Bethe-Ansatz showed the same type of relation between number 
off  states and the quasi-particle content of the system [31]. This Haldane-Wu state 
countingg was found in many two and one dimensional systems, such as: anyons in 
thee lowest Landau level [20], Calogero-Sutherland models [38, 49. 20], fractional 
quantumm Hall systems [31, 45], Haldane-Shastry spin chains and some other models 
solvablee by conformal field theory or TBA methods. 

Thee information needed to do the counting is summarized in the statistics matrix 
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GG whose entries g.  ̂ appear in the counting formula. 

wheree Nr denotes the number of particles of species i, Dt the dimension of the one-
particlee Hubert space for species i, and # G ( { - D I } - {^ii} ) the number of many-body 
states. . 
InIn the years following the introduction of Haldane-Wu state counting the ther-
modynamicss of this kind of particles were studied, and in 1994 several authors 
simultaneouslyy obtained the distribution functions [42] which in their most general 
formm are given implicitly by the Isakov-Ouvry-Wu equations, 

(^ \ ) I I A ' 1JJ =5« with ^ e - ^ ' - ^ 
i i 

niO0=*i32 i lnJlAjj  (2.2) 
j j 

Inn the same year a duality relating g and g = g'1 statistics was found [61], 

gngngg{t){t)  = 1 -grig(-ge). (2.3) 

Alternativee formulations where studied [66, 59] which allow for application of the 
statisticss to small systems [66] important for the application to mesoscopic systems 
andd systems without a high energy cut off [59]. 
Too explain the state counting Haldane [31] introduced the concept of generalized 
exclusionn statistics in which he generalized the Pauli exclusion principle: 

GeneralizedGeneralized exclusion statistics is the following interpretation of Haldane-Wu state 
counting:counting: The quantity D{ — 1 — X^^j t -^ j — 6ij) represents the number of states 
accessibleaccessible for the Ni-th particle of species i in the presence of Nj particles of the 
speciesspecies j ^ i. 

Thiss interpretation can be rephrased in a more precise language which leads to two 
propertiess [37] which are satisfied by systems with generalized exclusion statistics: 

11 State Homogeneity: The number of states accessible for the A^-th particle of 
speciess i in the presence of Nj particles of the species j / i is independent of 
thee state of the particles already present. 

22 Particle Homogeneity: The change of the number of accessible states is inde-
pendentt of the number of particles , i.e. GN - GN-\ = Gx< - GN'-\ with 
NN - 1 and AT' - 1 allowed particle numbers. 

Iff  we rethink these properties there is one important observation to be made. 
Implicitt in the definition of generalized exclusion statistics, is the assumption that, 
moduloo quantum indistinguishability, all the states created are independent. When 
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wee analyze the conformal field theory we will notice that the states created are 
dependentt which means that using the number of states accessible for the Nz-th 
particlee of species i in the presence of Nj particles of the species j ^ / to obtain 
thee state counting would lead to overcounting of the number of states. 

2.22 Fractional Statistics for Bulk Quasi-particles 

Ass an example of Haldane-Wu state counting we will discuss here briefly the state 
countingg for bulk quantum Hall states, which was obtained as a result of numerical 
studies.. For completeness we start with a short review of the properties of bulk 
quasi-particles. . 
Iff  we insert a flux through an infinitely small solenoid somewhere in the bulk of 
aa quantum Hall system and perform a singular gauge transformation, the same 
reasoningg we performed in chapter 1 to find the quantization of the Hall conduc-
tancee will show that we created an exact excitation over the bulk ground-state with 
fractionall  charge . 
Thesee Laughlin quasi-particles carry a fractional charge and satisfy Abelian braid-
statisticss [8]. Braid-statistics was proposed earlier in another context by Leinaas 
andd Myrheim. It describes the effects of interchanging particles on the many par-
ticlee wave function. The exchange of two particles leads to a phase factor, but, 
contraryy to fermionic or bosonic statistics, we have to specify the path by which 
thee particles are exchanged. This is because in two dimensions it is no longer pos-
siblee to deform a given path into another path by continuous deformation. Instead 
itt can be shown that the paths fall into equivalence classes which are in one to one 
correspondencee with elements of the braid group. 
Inn [8] the phase factors associated with the exchange of two Laughlin quasi-holes 
weree related to the fillin g fraction, 

nnjj=e=e11"',"',  r ^ l = e - ^ , (2.4) 

wheree r^ corresponds to an clockwise exchange of a quasi-hole i with a quasi-hole 
jj  and T~1 with an anti-clockwise exchange. 
Forr fermions and bosons the exchange properties are directly related to the rules for 
constructingg many particle states and naturally the question arises whether such 
aa connection exists for particles with braid statistics. In general such a connection 
cannott be made. In some special cases more insight in the properties of these 
particless has been gained. The most notable example is the case of anyons confined 
too the lowest Landau level [20, 42], which can be mapped to a Calogero-Sutherland 
model.. In this special case a direct connection was made between the exchange 
statisticss parameter and the state counting. 
Thee construction of many quasi-particle state in the bulk has been studied by 
severall  authors [31, 42. 45, 17, 40, 85, 79]. It turns out that the state counting 
forr many-particle states of only quasi-holes or only quasi-particles could be found 
easilyy but the state counting for many-particle states with both quasi-holes ( —) 
andd quasi-particles (+) present is harder to understand. It was found that the 
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bulkk quasi-partides satisfy Haldane-Wu state counting 2.1 and the correct statistics 
matrixx for the v = -2m+\ f ractional quantum Hall state was found by numerical 
studiess [45, 17. 79] on small systems of six electrons and  + 6 flux quanta to 
be, , 

GG = 9+-9+-
9— 9— 

9+-9+-
9— 9— 

99 ! _ 
2mm + l 

99 - ' 

_ 9 9 22 + 
i i 
22 m + 1 (2.5) ) 

2m+l2m+l 2 m +l 

Wheree for large N0 the number of fluxes is approximately D+ = D- = Ö- , , 

Moree general a similar result for the Jain series with v = TT-T n 

'2m'2m i 2m \ 

GG = " 2 i / *m+ ] 

11 + x 2m 
- 11 - ö . , 

2{v*-l)m+l 2{v*-l)m+l (2.6) ) 
2 f * m + ll  2i/* m + l 

wass found [40] from numerical studies, see figure 2.1. 
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Figuree 2.1: Numerical s tate count ing: Low-lying energy levels for 5 electrons 
onn a sphere with JV̂ , = 14-flux quanta which is close to v = ^. The solid lines 
separatee the lowest band with two quasi-holes from the first excited band with 
threee quasi-holes and one quasi-particle and the latter band from higher states. 
Forr this geometry D_ = n\u"m>™' + v* — I and in this case D_ = -y where 
iV__ = 2 and ;V+ = 0. Using these numbers the correct number of states is found 
211 = 11 + 7 + 3. Figure taken from [40]. 

Ann important point to put forward here is that the state counting is obtained from 
countingg the number of states for a given number of quasi-particles and a given 
systemm size. This may seem a minor point but as we will see in later sections 
whenn we investigate the nature of statistics in fractional quantum Hall edges this 
methodd to determine the state counting does not reveal the nature of the general-
izedd statistics. Although the state counting is clearly consistent with Haldane-Wu 
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statee counting it remains unclear what the nature of this statistics is, because the 
spectrall  shift statistics and Haldane's generalized exclusion statistics lead to the 
samee state counting. 

2.33 State Counting in Conformal Field Theories 

Inn this section we will argue how to obtain Haldane-Wu state counting from the 
conformall  field theory and propose a general principle which also applies to some 
TBAA systems [63]. 

Ass we shall discuss in the next chapter a fractional quantum Hall edge at filling 
vv = - with r = p and 5 =1 gives rise to a U(l) conformal field theory with a basis 
off  quasi-particle states of the form 

withh TUM > . .. > mi > 0, n,\r > . .. > m > 0 , 

nii  > 0 if Q < 0 . (2.7) 

Inn fact this list of states can generally be used to describe a (7(1) conformal field 
theoryy at compactification radius R —  ̂ with s and r co-prime and s < r. This 
listt is special because the construction of the J-quanta part of these quasi-particle 
statess is independent of the ^-quanta part. If we add ^-quanta or J-quanta with 
otherr mode indices then given above we will create null states or states in the linear 
spann of the given basis states. Completeness of the basis is ensured by a one-to-one 
correspondencee between the basis states and Jack polynomials [43]. 

Wee first reformulate the rules for constructing a quasi-hole state. 

withh n,v >  > ni > 0 . 

mm > 0 if Q < 0 . (2.8) 

intoo a form more suitable for a graphical representation. We see that if the n-th 
quasi-holee added carries a mode index ln — ~en corresponding to a dimension-
lesss energy cn the next quasi-hole can be added at an energy e„+1 from the set 
{e{enn + - -I- k} with k a non-negative integer. 
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TheThe relation 

f I+ ii  6 \ci -\ \- ki> with kt = nl — rii_i , k\ = rii  € N (2-9) 

definesdefines what we call spectral shift statistics. The spectrum for the next particle to 
bebe added is shifted by ~ compared to the spectrum of the last particle added and only 
mode-indicesmode-indices with a higher mode-index then those of the particles already present in 
thethe system are allowed. Spectral shift statistics is not a rule which tells you which 
mode-indicesmode-indices are available for adding particles to the system but it describes how to 
constructconstruct a complete set of linear independent many-particle states. The problem 
whetherwhether a particle can be added to or extracted from a state at a certain energy 
isis a separate problem and cannot be answered on the basis of the statistics alone. 

Too obtain the state counting we will now introduce a pictorial representation of 
aa A7-quasi-hole state. Next to each other we draw the N different spectra, that 
iss we draw all the possible mode indices. We start on the left with mode-indices 
—— ér ~ T^ — ni n e xt t o lt o n t^ i e r ' Sn t we draw the mode-indices - 3 ^ - ^r — n<2 
andd in the n-th column we draw the mode-indices — (2N — 1 )^ — ^ — n^. Be-
causee the n + r-th spectrum falls on top of states in the n — th spectrum we only 
draww the first r + 1 spectra, the last spectrum we draw is drawn with open dots to 
indicatee that the points there should be identified with points in the first spectrum 
withh which they share the same mode-index. 

InIn this picture we can draw a state by drawing ki up-arrows in the first column 
connectingg neighboring mode-indices and ending at the point denoting the mode-
indexx of the first particle. At this point we draw a right-arrow to the point denoting 
thee lowest mode index allowed for the second particle. We can repeat the procedure 
forr the second particle. We draw fc2 up-arrows and from the point denoting the 
secondd mode index we draw a right-arrow to the point denoting the lowest mode 
indexx allowed for the third particle. We can continue this way until we represented 
alll  iV-particles. 

Iff  we count all possibilities to place N quasi-holes in a truncated spectrum contain-
ingg all mode indices corresponding to energies up to (2Ar — 1 )^ + ^ + / we have 
too take into account that the last quasi-hole is not always placed at the highest 
possiblee mode-index inside the truncated spectrum. In the picture we have drawn 
up-arrowss following the last particle to allow for such a situation. The number of 
^-quasi-holee states in this truncated spectrum is now simply given by the number 
off  possible configurations of arrows representing an iV-quasi-hole state. WTe have 
too divide out permutations which work on one type of arrows only because the 
particless (quasi-holes) and holes in the quasi-hole spectrum are indistinguishable 
andd we find 

#fw""  = ^ Ï Ï T ' (2'10) 
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Figuree 2.2: Four quasi-hole state, è_\_oó nó mó i IÖ = 0) with i/ = ^ 

Iff  we move the N-dependent part of our highest mode-index into / we get I' = 1+N-

fNfN +1' - N^)\ 
#*W)) = A r ! ( / ' -A '^) !!  ' (2.n; ; 

andd we can see that V is the size of the interval in mode-index space to which we 
restrictt our mode indices. 
Iff  N mod r = 1, which implies that the state to which the last quasi-particle is 
addedd carries integer excess charge , we can identify (JV—1) J+Z+l with the number 
off  one-particle states in this interval of the spectrum. After this identification wo 
recognizee Haldane-Wu state counting with I' = D + (f - \) where D denotes a 
numberr of one-quasi-hole states. If N mod r  ̂ 1 this identification leads to a 
fractionall  D which cannot be interpreted as the number of one-quasi-hole states. 
Thatt is why we will use /' except when we like to compare our results with exclusion 
statistics. . 
Iff  we want to keep I' fixed and study the number of many quasi-holes states in the 
truncatedd spectrum for another particle number N' then N' should satisfy 

3k3k eN: (N'-l)- + k = l' (2.12) ) 

andd we can apply equation 2.11 with N replaced by N'. 
Letss turn our attention to the edge electrons. The important difference with the 
quasi-holess is that the spectral shift parameter g = - > 1. 

J-(2M-l)£+Q-mJ-(2M-l)£+Q-mMM  J-^+Q-mi \ Q ) 
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JJ 21 

7_§§ _ . 

1'j1'j = 13. Nj = 3 

Figuree 2.3: Three edge electron state, J_23 J_iz J_a\Q = 0) with v = \ 

nthh TTIM > ... >mi > 0. (2.13) ) 

Nayakk and Wilczek [61] showed that there is duality between g and g~l for systems 
satisfyingg Haldane-Wu state counting. We will use the same pictorial representation 
forr edge-electron states and quasi-holes states to anticipate a stronger form of this 
duality.. The only change will be that we interchange the roles of up-arrows and 
right-arrows.. The edge electrons are now represented by up-arrows and the unused 
mode-indicess by right-arrows. The labeling of the points has to be adjusted to 
representt the correct mode-indices. After these changes we get a graph (see figure 
2.3)) similar to the graph representing a many quasi-hole state but representing an 
electronn state. 
Forr integer spectral shift statistics (i.e. s = 1) we can always identify /' — r +1 with 
thee number of accessible edge electron states J within the truncated spectrum and 
wee always have a well defined one-particle dimension. 
Forr the electron state counting we obtain 

# = ( W j )) = 
NJ+1'J-(NJ)^\ NJ+1'J-(NJ)^\ 

NjUl'jNjUl'j  - NJW 
(2.14) ) 

Thee state counting for the edge-electrons can be related to the state counting 
forr quasi-holes. it amounts to interchanging I = l'j  + Nj  ̂ and N which appear 
symmetricallyy in the counting formulas and rewriting [ = N as I = l'ó - -pN  ̂where 
NNéé=L =L 

^ANjJj)=#^ïj-Nj-,l'A).^ANjJj)=#^ïj-Nj-,l'A). (2.15) 
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Figuree 2.4: Directed graph representing all states in a truncated spectrum 

Thee states for particles with J or J spectral shift statistics are in one to one 
correspondencee with the paths on a directed graph. In figure 2.4 we have drawn 
ann example for s — 1, r = 3 representing all the states in a truncated spectrum 
withh /' = 12 or /' = 4. 

 0 

Givingg every path on this graph the correct Boltzmann weight we can obtain the 
truncatedd partition sum on the truncated spectrum from the directed graph. We 
alsoo see there is a strong relation between J and J partition sums. This will 
turnn out to be a strong form of the duality between truncated partition sums as 
foundd by [21] and is directly related to duality between the associated distribution 
functions.. This duality will be the topic of our next section. 

2.44 Truncated Partit ion Sums and Duality 

InIn the preceding section we introduced a graphical representations for the states 
inn a system satisfying spectral shift statistics. In this section we like to exploit 
thiss graphical representation to obtain stronger results on the duality properties. 
Too illustrate the method we first rederive the duality properties found by [21] for 
truncatedd partition sums which is valid in the thermodynamic limit . Then we 
derivee a duality relation which holds for truncated partition sums for finite size 
systems. . 

Thee pictures in this paragraph will refer to the f = § situation and the text 
wil ll  describe the general case. If we represent all possible states in an mode-
indexx interval [m.m + l'j]  in one picture we get a directed graph S{m.m + l'j) 
onn which every path denotes one of the many edge-electron states. We can do 
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Figuree 2.5: Both truncated partition sums represented in one graph. 

thee same for the quasi-holes and obtain a directed graph S<f>(n,n + l'0). If we 
makee the choice I', = 1'jf the directed graphs are the same and we can define 
S{n,m.l'j)S{n,m.l'j) = Sj(m, m + / ' ; )= S0{n,n +l'j(). 
Iff  we associate with every path P on the directed graph S(n, m.l',) a weight. 

W{P)W{P) =  y*tteP)x#lSeP) (2.16) ) 

wheree # denotes the number operator. Using these weights we can construct a 
polynomial l 

Zi'Zi' JJ(x,y)=(x,y)= J2 W^-  {2-17) 

PeS(n,m,l',) PeS(n,m,l',) 

Att this stage the notation may seem a bit overdone but we will see we will need it 
later;; for now n and m are free parameters. 
Iff  the J or 0-modes under consideration have (approximately) degenerate energies, 
ass we would have for example for anyons in the lowest Landau level or for conformal 
fieldd theories in the thermodynamic limit , we can extract the truncated partition 
sumss Xi' =i's-{x) and Yi'(y) from Zv 

XXVAVA{T){T) = ZVI{X.1 

YYVjVj{y){y) = ZVi{\.y). (2.18) ) 
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Alll  the paths in a truncated spectrum have the same height and from the graph 
wee see that we can trade r / in a path for s t and obtain a path in the same 
truncatedd spectrum. We express the height l'j  in the numbers of holes and the 
numberr of edge electrons 

00 = #(/*) +;#(T) 

C = ; # ( ^)) + #(t) (2-19) 

Thiss is the first step in obtaining duality, if we set y = x - all the paths acquire the 
samee weight xl->. This property enables us to transform a weight with x = 1 and 
yy = y into a weight with x = x and y = 1. Making the substitution y = x~ï in the 
weightt W(P)(1, y) and multiplying with xl'->  we get the weight W{P)(x, 1). If we 
performm this transformation on the truncated partition sum we obtain the duality 
relation n 

ZZVjVj{l,x-^)x^{l,x-^)x  ̂ =ZVj{xA) (2.20) 

whichh is equivalent to 
YYVjVj{x-*)a?'{x-*)a?' =Xrjf(x) (2.21) 

Thiss is the same duality as we shall derive in the next chapter and leads directly 
too the famous duality relation between distribution functions 

LLn*.{x)n*.{x) = 1 - -riL{y = x~*). (2.22) 

Iff  the separation between the energies corresponding to the mode-indices is much 
smallerr then ksT we can consider the derivation above as a good approximation and 
theree is no need for more general derivation. Now we like to discuss a generalization 
off  the duality relation 2.21 to situations where the mode-index corresponds to the 
energyy of the quasi-particles and the separation between the energy levels is not 
negligiblee compared to k-s'T. 
Wee start with denning new weights and we have to take into account the position 
off  a mode operator in the truncated spectrum, this is why we introduced m and n 
inn figure 2.5. With the arrow associated with a mode operator J-m we associate a 
weightt yq™ and with the arrow associated with the mode-operator <p^n we associate 
aa weight xq™. Although qy = qx we label them differently because this enables us 
too obtain the partition sums X V̂){x,q) and Y{m,v){y,q) from a more general 
polynomiall  associated with the directed graph by putting some of the variables to 
one. . 

Thee general polynomial Z{n^mfj)(x,y,qx,qy) is obtained from the directed graph 
S(n,mJj)S(n,mJj) by first calculating for every path the weight by multiplying all the 
weightss of the mode-operators corresponding to the arrows and then summing over 
alll  paths. From this construction it is clear that 

£<n,m,r,)) ( 1 ^ , 1 , 3) =Y(m,m+l'j)(y,q) 

ZZ(n(n,,mmjj t)t)(x,l,q,l)(x,l,q,l) = X(ntfl,^{x.q) (2.23) 
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Thee construction of invariants is a bit more complicated and to obtain them we 
studyy the two basic operations we can do to transform one path in another. 

J J 0-710-71 + 2 

' - 7 7 1 +* * 

J-, , 

<r> <r> 
>-n+l >-n+l 

P' P' <f>-, <f>-, 

Figuree 2.6: Operation I: Interchanging edge-electrons and quasi-holes 

Thee first operation which we have drawn in figure 2.6 amounts to interchanging 
thee order of an t and a /*  to change a path P into a path P' and we can relate 
thee corresponding weights. 

W(P)W(P) = W(P')q-lql
x (2.24) ) 

andd we see that if we put qv = qx the weight is unchanged by this transformation. 

'-m+% '-m+% 

J_ J_ 

JJ — m. 

<P-n+2 <P-n+2 

<r¥ <r¥ —— d>-n+1 1 

Q Q Q'Q' — 0-, 

Figuree 2.7: Operation ILTrading s edge-electrons for r quasi-holes 

Thee second operation which we have drawn in figure 2.7 is to trade s | 's for r / ' s . 
Inn this case we can relate the weights of the paths by 

W(Q)W(Q) = W(Q')x-rysq i\i\  r-r s - r n + s ( r - 1 ) /2 sm+r{s-l)/2 
'1, '1, (2.25) ) 

Iff  we like the weights to be invariant under the first operation we have to set 
qqxx = qy — q and we obtain 

W(Q)W(Q) = W(Q')x-rysqsm-rn+{s-r)/'2 (2.26) 

andd if we want invariance under the second operation as well we have to set y to 

yy = x*q-m+--n-*+** (2.27) ) 
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Combiningg the two operations and applying them repeatedly on one path we can 
constructt all the paths in the corresponding truncated spectrum. Because we con-
structedd an invariant we can as before use this invariant to relate the truncated 
partitionn sum for edge electrons associated with the directed graph to the truncated 
partitionn sum for quasi-holes associated with the same graph. And we get 

XX{ntVjf){ntVjf)(x,q)(x,q) = y ( m , , . j ) ( i r - ^ m- ï n +3-é ,q - i ) ^ : i / ; »+ ' : i ( ' 'J- i ) / 2 (2.28) 

Iff  we set q = 1 we reobtain the duality relation 2.21 we found before. We use the 
samee procedure to obtain 

nm , / i £ ) (^«)) = ^ ( n . ( i ) ( y - ï 9 " - 5 m + è- * . g " 1 ) y V * m + / * ( i i - 1 ) ^ (2-29) 

2.55 Mutual Statistics 
Thiss section is a bit speculative in nature. First we will analyze how Haldane-Wu 
statee counting is obtained for su(2)i-spinons. Then we will speculate how spectral 
shiftt statistics can be generalized to describe the mutual statistics in Haldane-Wu 
statee counting. Whether this corresponds to the physics in some model remains an 
openn question. 
WeWe wil l argue in the next chapter that the the truncated partition sums in the 
f/(l)-CFTT we encountered before satisfy the recursion relation, 

P^Pl-i+XPi-g,P^Pl-i+XPi-g, (2.30) 

wheree we can read Pi = Xi for g < 1 and Pi = Yi for g > 1. If the truncated 
partitionn sums are fully specified by a single recursion relation we will say that the 
truncatedd partition sums are brought in closed form. 
Thee most naive generalization of spectral shift statistics would be to allow for 
twoo types of particles (say blue and red) which live in the same spectra and shift 
eachh others mode-indices like they shift their own. So for a quasi-particle state we 
wouldd have to choose a color every time we inserted a quasi-particle. From such a 
formalismm we obtain the following counting formula 

# W , „ e . ^ , 0 = ( J V ^ + , ^ ; " ! .. (2.31) 
11 *  blue-1 v r ea -( -

whichh is clearly different from Haldane-Wu state counting. 
I tt is possible to introduce mutual statistics into spectral shift statistics, although 
wee will need an extra principle to get the state counting right as is clear from the 
examplee above. To get some insight we will first discuss how to get theories with 
statisticss matrix G satisfying 

9ij9ij = 9u (2.32) 

forr which the truncated partition sums can be shown to have a closed form. Sec-
ondlyy we will describe how the more complicated structure needed for the more 
generall  statistics matrices [11] can be obtained in a spectral shift description. The 
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moree complicated structure is in general reflected in the need for more then one 
typee of truncated partition sum [71, 14]. 
Iff  we interpret Haldane-Wu state counting for particles living in the same truncated 
spectrumm it turns out that it corresponds to saying that for the the counting the 
onlyy important property is how the particles of every species are positioned with 
respectt to the holes. Within a set of particles, however, the ordering is unimportant. 
Inn sit(2)i conformal field theories this property is a result of the identification of 
twoo states if they only differ by a permutation of two particles at neighboring mode-
indices.. This introduces a symmetry under the generators of the permutation group 
onn a cluster of particles without holes and thus identifies all permutations of the 
particless in a cluster with one state. So for state counting purposes all permutations 
insidee a cluster give back the same state and a cluster is specified if for every species 
thee number of particles in the cluster is specified. To make this mechanism work 
properlyy the shifts introduced by a pair of particles belonging to different species 
shouldd be independent of the order in which they where introduced in a cluster. 
Thee simplest condition implementing this condition is if the shift. GtJ introduced 
byy a species j particle is independent of i. 
Ann example are the s-u(2)i spinous which have have statistics matrix 

G=(lG=(l I ) (233) 

andd the pairing is clearly visible as a subtraction in the recursion relation for 
truncatedd spectra, 

PPtt = (1 - xtx2)Pi-i + (X! + x2)Pl_h (2.34) 

wheree xi and x2 are the fugacities of the two types of spinons. Every hole, the 1 
multiplyingg P/_L in the recursion relation, is accompanied by a subtraction —x\x-2, 
whichh identifies two states which differ only by a permutation of two neighboring 
particless and were created simultaneously with the hole. 
Thiss construction can be generalized to the quasi-particles satisfying gl3 = gix for 
whichh we propose the recursion relation 

PPll  =Pl^ +5>^-"< -Y,XJXkPl-9i,-9n- <2-35) 
ii 3<k 

Thee subtraction here plays the same role as before and this recursion relation will 
thereforee give rise to Haldane-Wu state counting. 
Forr more complicated variations on spectral shift statistics the correlations in the 
spectrumm cannot be described by local rules, i.e. subtractions in the recursion 
matrix,, and to keep track of non-local correlations the truncated partition sum is 
splitt in several parts. For these parts a recursion matrix can be defined but the 
largestt eigenvalues of this recursion matrix no longer correspond to approximate 
one-levell  partition sums. 
Recentlyy an other scheme was proposed based on finitized partition sums [11] where 
too every species there is associated a separate set of quantum numbers which brings 
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uss closer to the original state counting formulas where the 'dimensions' for different 
particless can be varied independently, 

^ i , . . . , i i , . . . , (NN - ^ i , . - . , i , - l , . . . , ( jv +xiPli-gi t,.-,lt-gt,,-,lN-9Nt ( 2 . 3 6) 

wheree for every point we have Ar recursion relations. To construct Piu,.,,i^.,.,tN 

fromm the other finitized partition sums we have to use a linear combination of these 
recursionn relations. In other words, if we would represent the finitized partition 
sumss by points in a jV-dimensional lattice we can for every point specify two arrows 
connectingg it to two other lattice points, in such a way that these arrow points to 
finitizedfinitized partition sums appearing in one of the N recursion relations. In general 
iff  we repeat this procedure we will get more and more paths from more and more 
finitizedd partition sums which contribute to one finitized partition sum. The case 
gg{j{j  = gix is special because all the finitized partition sums contributing to the 
historyy of a partition sum are on one line, because of this their recursion relations 
aree closed. In some cases the partition sums are not on a line but the recursion 
relationss can be chosen such that all finitized partition sums contributing to the 
historyy fall in a small tube for this case it can happen that a closed form of the 
recursionn relations is possible. 

Thee recursion relation discussed above suggest the following generalization of spec-
trall  shift statistics to a N species situation, if a particle of species i is placed the 
quantumm numbers accessible to the next particle will be 

eTii,...,n,, + l,0,...,0 ~ eni,...!7i,,0,...,0 + 9ji + Ki^ji 

withh rii  > 0 and 

€n ] , . . . , l ,0 , - - - .00 — en i , . . .( n, ,0 , . . . ,0 + Sji + Ki^ji + ^ - i + l ^ J M - l 

withh m = 0. (2.37) 

Notee that to get Haldane-Wu state counting we had to specify the order in which 
too place the species, which might be equivalent to specifying an order in the ap-
plicationn of the recursion relations. If the statistics matrix is symmetric, gl3 = g^, 
generalizedd spectral shift statistics will lead to the same finitized partition sums as 
weree found from the recursion relations above [11]. For non-symmetric statistics 
matricess the finitized partition sum would depend on the order in which the species 
aree added an interpretation of such a case in terms of spectral shift statistics would 
thereforee be unclear if no extra information is available. 

Thiss generalized spectral shift statistics description explicitly constructs a set of 
basiss states by specifying when particles maybe added to a state. The recursion 
relationn method explicitly constructs finitized partition sums by looking back at 
thee finitized partition sums already constructed. An open problem is whether these 
twoo approaches can be explicitly connected. 
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2.66 Spectral Shift vs. Generalized Exclusion 

Thee history of fractional statistics shows that the term generalized exclusion statis-
ticss has often been used once Haldane-Wu type of state counting was established. 
Wee propose to use a more refined terminology which makes a clear distinction be-
tweenn what we call (generalized) spectral shift statistics , Haldane's generalized 
exclusionn statistics and other types of statistics which do not fit  onto the scheme 
off  exclusion or spectral shift statistics. An example of the latter would be the 
statisticss of Gentile parafermions. 

Haldanee formulated two properties of generalized exclusion statistics which we 
rephrasedd in section 2.1 using the terminology of Ilinski et al. [37]. It is clear 
thatt spectral shift statistics does not satisfy the state homogeneity property. We 
foundd that in conformal field theories this property is violated because spectral shift 
statisticss is found there and particle homogeneity is only valid in U(l) conformal 
fieldfield theories if we reinterpret it as a statement about the spectral shift parameter. 
Ilinskii  et al. pointed out that in general TBA systems do not satisfy particle and 
statee homogeneity. These results from conformal field theory and TBA show that 
differentt counting schemes occur which are more complex than exclusion statistics 
orr the (generalized) spectral shift statistics proposed here, which nevertheless lead 
too the same state counting. 

Exclusionn statistics was originally defined to generalize the Pauli-principle such 
thatt it would give Haldane-Wu state counting. It is hard to think of a plausible 
mechanismm giving true fractional dimensions and it is our belief that statistics 
satisfyingg Haldane's original definition will always be integer and will come with 
aa second quantized formulation. The states in such a exclusion statistics system 
wouldd be labeled by a set of quantum numbers. One of these quantum numbers 
wouldd live in a space with the same dimension as the exclusion statistics parameter, 
whenn the other quantum numbers are kept fixed only one of the quantum numbers 
inn this space can be occupied. 

AA possible realization of integer exclusion statistics would be a molecule with two 
bindingg sites where another molecule can bind, but to which no second molecule can 
bind.. A possible mechanism for this scenario would be that the two binding sites 
aree so close that once one is occupied the other site is blocked. Another possible 
realizationn is found in the t — J model. This model has a spin degree of freedom 
onn every site but strong on site repulsion makes it impossible to occupy it more 
thenn once, so we get g = 2 exclusion statistics. The important difference between 
thesee models and the statistics in conformal field theories is that in conformal fields 
theoriess there is correlation between all mode-indices. In exclusion statistics there 
iss only a correlation between the occupied state and the g - 1 excluded states and 
thee distribution function directly gives the probability of finding a particle with a 
givenn energy. 

Theree seems to be room for many other notions of statistics in the context of 
stronglyy correlated systems, the strongest methods so far which seem to be ca-
pablee of describing all statistical interactions in ID-systems are those of Unitized 
orr truncated partition sums [71, 15, 14, 50] which can be used to describe such 
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variouss statistics as generalized exclusion statistics, spectral shift statistics, gen-
tilee parafermion statistics, non-Abelian statistics. We will introduce the truncated 
partitionn sums in the next chapter when we derive the distribution functions for 
thee collective quantum numbers of {/(l)-conformal field theories (t/(l)-CFT). 
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